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ABSTRACT: Perovskite-based tandem solar cells are of increasing interest
as they approach commercialization. Here we use experimental parameters
from optical spectroscopy measurements to calculate the limiting efficiency
of perovskite−silicon and all-perovskite two-terminal tandems, employing
currently available bandgap materials, as 42.0% and 40.8%, respectively. We
show luminescence coupling between subcells (the optical transfer of
photons from the high-bandgap to low-bandgap subcell) relaxes current
matching when the high-bandgap subcell is a luminescent perovskite. We
calculate that luminescence coupling becomes important at charge trapping
rates (≤106 s−1) already being achieved in relevant halide perovskites.
Luminescence coupling increases flexibility in subcell thicknesses and
tolerance to different spectral conditions. For maximal benefit, the high-
bandgap subcell should have the higher short-circuit current under average
spectral conditions. This can be achieved by reducing the bandgap of the high-bandgap subcell, allowing wider, unstable
bandgap compositions to be avoided. Lastly, we visualize luminescence coupling in an all-perovskite tandem through cross-
section luminescence imaging.
The performances of halide perovskite solar cells,epitomized by the workhorse methylammonium leadiodide (MAPbI3) composition, have rapidly improved
over the past decade, and power conversion efficiencies now
rival those of silicon.1 Perovskites are ideal light-harvesting
layers for solar cells due to strong absorption coefficients, long
charge diffusion lengths, and tolerance to charge traps.2
Importantly, the bandgap of halide perovskites can be
controlled via the substitution of a fraction of lead for tin
(decreasing the bandgap from ∼1.6 to ∼1.2 eV) or chlorine
and bromine for iodine (increasing the bandgap to ∼2.3 and 3
eV, respectively, in pure-lead systems).3,4 This tunability means
perovskites hold great promise for realizing cheap and efficient
tandem solar cells in which two absorber layers of different
bandgaps harvest complementary regions of the solar
spectrum. To date, all-perovskite tandems have achieved
certified efficiencies of 24.8% and silicon−perovskite tandems
efficiencies of 29.1%.1,5 Importantly, both of these tandem
technologies are predicted to realize a sufficiently low levelized
cost of electricity to make them competitive with market-
leading single-bandgap silicon solar cells.6 As tandem perov-
skite solar cells continue to improve, it is important to
understand fully their thermodynamic efficiency limits and any
current matching conditions required for optimal operation,
both of which impose restrictions on material and device
design. While there are several reports estimating all-perovskite
and perovskite−silicon tandem efficiency limits and optimal
optical designs, a majority focus on what can be achieved with
current technologies (e.g., for transmission from top contacts)
and, critically, do not include all intrinsic recombination and
luminescence coupling processes.7−13 This means that tandem
device optimization is currently being guided by incomplete
models that do not capture all effects.
Here we measure intrinsic recombination rates and
absorption coefficients in perovskite thin films using time-
resolved and steady-state optical spectroscopy and use these
values to calculate the thermodynamic efficiency limits of low-
bandgap perovskite formamidinium lead−tin iodide
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(FAPb0.5Sn0.5I3) as 32.1%, an all-perovskite tandem, with the
same low bandgap system coupled to FA0.7Cs0.3Pb(I0.7Br0.3)3,
as 40.8%, and this high-bandgap system coupled to an idealized
silicon absorber layer as 42.0% (using literature recombination
rates and absorption coefficients for silicon). We demonstrate
that consideration of luminescence coupling between subcells,
i.e., the emission of light from the high-bandgap subcell and its
subsequent reabsorption in the low-bandgap subcell, relaxes
the need for current matching compared to previous
calculations that do not include the effect. It becomes
important when charge trapping rates are <106 s−1 in all-
perovskite tandems and <105 s−1 in perovskite−silicon
tandems, values comparable to those already being achieved
in reported materials, where charge lifetimes in the charge-
trapping regime are on the order of 1−10 μs.14,15 Furthermore,
via exploration of a range of experimental device optimization
parameters, we show consideration of luminescence coupling
which allows for greater flexibility in the choice of subcell
thicknesses and bandgaps in a tandem cell, alongside increased
tolerance to a range of real-world spectral conditions. Using an
all-perovskite tandem cell, we provide proof-of-concept
spectroscopic visualization and electrical measurements of
luminescence coupling, demonstrating the direct implications
of our work for further perovskite device optimization.
The maximum efficiency of a single-bandgap solar cell was
derived in the seminal paper by Shockley and Queisser16 and
extended to include any number of ideal tandem solar cells by
de Vos.17 Considerations relevant to specific material systems,
for example, non-ideal absorption and intrinsic nonradiative
loss mechanisms, were first included for single-junction silicon
solar cells and more recently for MAPbI3 solar cells.
18,19
Efficiency models are based on calculating the extracted
current as the difference between generated charges, Jsc, and
those lost to recombination, J0(V):
= −J V J J V( ) ( )sc 0 (1)
where V is the voltage across the semiconductor (in an ideal
case assumed to be equal to the Fermi-level splitting) and the
maximum efficiency is found by maximizing the product (JV)/
(incident power).
When considering tandem solar cells, an additional intrinsic
process should be included when compared to single-junction
devices: luminescence coupling between the subcells. This
phenomenon has been previously explored in idealized
systems20,21 and III−V tandem technologies22−28 but has not
been considered in perovskite technologies. We first briefly
discuss luminescence coupling, especially its importance to
perovskite tandems, within an idealized Shockley−Queisser
formalism, before presenting results using experimental
parameters and including other non-ideal absorption and loss
processes. We consider that the density of blackbody radiation
is higher in a semiconductor than in its surroundings by a
factor of n(E)2, the real refractive index at energy E, due to the
increased density of states.29 Light emitted from any material
can interact with its surroundings [where n(E) ∼ 1] only
through its light escape cone, reducing the fraction of
blackbody radiation by a factor of 1/[n(E)2] (so semi-
conductors are still in equilibrium with their surroundings).
However, between two tandem subcell absorbers with
refractive indices of >1, the escape cone covers a solid angle
that is larger than that with the surroundings by a factor of
n(E)x
2 (where x refers to the lowest index of refraction of the
semiconductors). Typically, the high-bandgap subcell can
absorb only a small fraction of the light emitted by the low-
bandgap subcell, as most emitted light is below its bandgap.
However, the low-bandgap cell can absorb a significant fraction
of radiation emitted by the high-bandgap cell (see the
schematic in the inset of Figure 1b). In a two-terminal tandem
solar cell, the same current must flow through both subcells.
Therefore, at a maximum power point, the maximum number
of extracted charges is determined by the subcell with the
minimum number of photogenerated charges. If the low-
Figure 1. Limiting efficiency of an ideal Shockley−Queisser-like tandem (where all light above the bandgap is absorbed) (a) without and (b)
with luminescence coupling. Crosses mark bandgap pairs yielding the highest efficiency. The inset schematics demonstrate the system being
modeled, with LG and HG corresponding to the low- and high-bandgap subcells, respectively, blue and yellow arrows denoting absorbed
incident solar radiation in the HG and LG cells, respectively, and other arrows corresponding to re-emitted light. (c) Ratio of these two
graphs, with the dashed line marking the case in which there is no change when including luminescence coupling. (d) Line slices of panels a
and b (as marked by dotted vertical lines on the respective panels) showing the efficiency of tandem cells, without and with luminescence
coupling, when the bandgap of the low-energy absorber is set to 1.25 eV.
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bandgap subcell is the limiting subcell, charges not extracted
from the high-bandgap subcell can recombine radiatively and
be reabsorbed in the low-bandgap subcell, reducing the current
mismatch.
In Figure 1, we present the limiting efficiency of Shockley−
Queisser-like tandem solar cells under AM1.5 (where all light
above the bandgap is absorbed and the only loss process is
radiative recombination) without considering luminescence
coupling between the subcells (Figure 1a), as has been
presented in the perovskite field to date, and compare this to
the case that includes luminescence coupling (Figure 1b). The
ratio of these efficiencies is shown in Figure 1c. We note it is
possible to prevent luminescence coupling in this fully
idealized case by use of a suitable dichroic mirror between
the subcells (reflecting all light emitted from the back of the
high-bandgap subcell), while in real systems, it cannot be
prevented due to absorption coefficients not being step
functions (i.e., there will be a spectral region where both
high- and low-bandgap subcells absorb light and can therefore
couple). Here we have used an n(E)x value of 2.5,
representative of metal halide perovskites (cf. Figure 2c,d).
Luminescence coupling between layers lowers the maximum
possible efficiency from 45.8% to 44.9% due to more light
being lost from the high-bandgap subcell than in the case
without coupling. While the optimal bandgap pair remains
within 0.01 eV of that without luminescence coupling (0.94
and 1.60 eV for the low- and high-bandgap subcells,
respectively), Figure 1b demonstrates that luminescence
coupling gives greater tolerance in the choice of subcell
bandgaps to achieve a high efficiency. Specifically, when the
short-circuit current of the high-bandgap subcell is significantly
larger than that of the low-bandgap subcell, the efficiency is
increased when luminescence coupling is included. This
beneficial region can be seen below the diagonal dashed line
of Figure 1c (see Figure S1 for a plot of the short-circuit
current in each subcell and a ratio of the two). To further
illustrate how this result impacts device design for the case of
halide perovskites, we plot line slices of panels a and b of
Figure 1 in Figure 1d with the low bandgap fixed at 1.25 eV,
close to the lowest bandgap currently technically feasible for
halide perovskites,30 and we vary the high bandgap. Our results
demonstrate that the high bandgap can be reduced to ∼1.6−
1.7 eV with a minimal loss of efficiency, compared to the much
less stable bandgaps in the range of 1.8−1.9 eV (which
typically require large fractions of bromide and/or cesium)
required in the case without luminescence coupling,7 by
relaxing current matching requirements.
We now focus on the state-of-the-art experimental
FAPb0.5Sn0.5I3 and FA0.7Cs0.3Pb(I0.7Br0.3)3 tandem composi-
tions as low-bandgap (1.25 eV) and high-bandgap (1.7 eV)
subcells, respectively,14,31 which we solution process as thin
films (see Methods in the Supporting Information). We use a
combination of transient absorption spectroscopy (TA) and
photoluminescence quantum efficiency (PLQE) to quantify
decay rates in each material. In halide perovskites, charges have
been observed to decay according to first-, second-, and third-
order mechanisms,32,33 typically interpreted as nonradiative
recombination via traps (with rate a), bimolecular recombina-
tion (with rate b, a component of which is radiative32), and
nonradiative Auger recombination (rate c), respectively. These
processes are described by







where n is the excited charge density and t is time. In both
materials, we observe a broad ground-state bleach in TA that
Figure 2. (a) Plot of dn/dt vs carrier density n (time is an implicit variable) extracted from transient absorption decay measurements of
FA0.7Cs0.3Pb(I0.7Br0.3)3 thin films. Each symbol represents a different decay measurement, corresponding to a different initial excitation
density. The red line is a fit to the data using eq 2. (b) Plot of generation rate × PLQE (black symbols) vs carrier density n (extracted from
the TA measurements) for FA0.7Cs0.3Pb(I0.7Br0.3)3 thin films. The red line is a fit to the data using eq 3. Absorption coefficients and refractive
indices of (c) FA0.7Cs0.3Pb(I0.7Br0.3)3 and (d) FAPb0.5Sn0.5I3 as measured by a combination of ellipsometry and photothermal deflection
spectroscopy (see Figure S3 and SI Note 2 for details). Parameters extracted from these fits and optical analysis are summarized in Table 1,
SI Table 1, and SI Table 2.
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scales linearly with excitation density (see Figure S2), and we
integrate about the peak of this bleach. We estimate the
excitation density, n, using the same approach as Richter et
al.,32 and by scaling the bleach appropriately, we present dn/dt
versus n in Figure 2a for the FA0.7Cs0.3Pb(I0.7Br0.3)3 thin film
(see Methods in the Supporting Information). We fit this
decay with the first-, second-, and third-order decay rates
described in eq 2 (red line). For our PLQE measurements, we
consider
η× = +G b p n nPLQE ( )ext esc r i
2
(3)
where Gext is the laser generation rate, ηesc is the photon escape
probability, br is the internal radiative bimolecular recombina-
tion rate, and pi is the background hole concentration (in the
case of a p-type material). By measuring the laser generation
rate, Gext, and calculating n from values obtained in our TA
measurements (as Gext = an + bn
2 + cn3), we fit our PLQE data
using eq 3 to extract the background hole concentration and
ηescbr (Figure 2b). We note that we do not observe any phase
segregation during these measurements (Figure S2). For the
low-bandgap system, we use our previously reported doping
densities, radiative bimolecular rates, and Auger recombination
rates (Table 1).31
To measure optical constants for both materials, we
combined ellipsometry and photothermal-deflection spectros-
copy (PDS) measurements19 (Figure S3). For the purposes of
our calculations, we fit the below-bandgap region with an
Urbach tail using photoluminescence (PL) spectra to quantify
only absorption that clearly contributes to PL (Figure S4). The
combination of these measurements and the Urbach fit gives
us absorption coefficients, α(E), and refractive indices, n(E),
for all relevant energies, which we plot in panels c and d of
Figure 2 for the high- and low-bandgap systems, respectively.
Using these optical constants, we simulate the internal PL
spectra of our materials and compare these with the recorded
(external) PL spectra to determine the escape probability, ηesc,
for each sample without the need for any assumptions about
the absorption of the material (see Figure S5 and SI Note 2 for
further details). The value of ηesc allows us to calculate the
intrinsic radiative rate, br. We estimate the background
minority carrier concentration, ni, following the approach of
Pazos-Outoń et al.19 and use our measurements to calculate
the equivalent intrinsic doping density, n pi i . We note that
although the low- and high-bandgap perovskites we measured
are observed to be doped systems, we herein model the
absorber layers as intrinsic layers because such background
doping densities do not significantly affect limiting efficiencies
(see Figure S6 and SI Note 3). We summarize all relevant
experimentally extracted parameters for calculations in Table 1
and others in SI Table 1.
A key ingredient in a limiting efficiency calculation is the
fraction of sunlight absorbed at each energy E, a(E), as
calculated from the measured absorption coefficients and
refractive indices (Figure 2). Yablonovitch demonstrated that
it is possible to increase the absorption of a semiconductor
significantly beyond an exponential Beer−Lambert-type law
close to its bandgap by considering rough front and back
surfaces that randomize the direction of light inside a
semiconductor, and a perfect back reflector.34 This model,
which we term Randomized, has previously been used as the
workhorse for calculating the absorption of idealized single-
bandgap perovskite solar cells.19,35 However, in a tandem stack
the Randomized model predicts weak absorption above the
bandgap in the low-bandgap subcell when compared to Beer−
Lambert absorption, as is shown in Figure 3a [for a tandem
stack of FAPb0.5Sn0.5I3 and FA0.7Cs0.3Pb(I0.7Br0.3)3 assuming no
parasitic absorption and subcell thicknesses of 1000 and 440
nm, respectively (see Figure S7 for high-bandgap results)].
This is due to light being treated as blackbody radiation once it
has entered the high-bandgap material, meaning some of it
never reaches the low-bandgap subcell, but is instead directly
re-emitted to the surroundings. To resolve this problem, we
use a more advanced Lambertian absorption model that
combines Randomized and Beer−Lambert-type absorptances,
termed Hybrid. This is an extension of Green’s Lambertian
absorptance model to idealized tandem solar cells36 (see SI
Notes 4 and 5 for full details). We apply this absorption model
to single-bandgap perovskite solar cells in SI Note 5 and
demonstrate the limiting efficiency of low-bandgap
FAPb0.5Sn0.5I3 perovskite as 32.1% (Figure S8). We note that
photon recycling within a single perovskite layer is implicitly
included within all absorption models.
To calculate the fundamental limiting efficiency of a solar
cell at a maximum power point, the absorption is maximized
(using the Hybrid model, which gives less absorption than in
Shockley−Queisser tandems) and the recombination rate is
minimized by setting all controllable loss mechanisms to zero.
Therefore, only radiative recombination and intrinsic non-
radiative Auger recombination are included in our limiting
efficiency calculations, while the effects of charge trapping are
considered below. We also assume an equal Fermi-level
splitting such that the populations of electrons (n) and holes
(p) as a function of applied voltage V follow the equation
= =n p n eqV k Ti
/2 B in our intrinsic approximation, where q is
the charge of an electron and kBT the thermal energy.
The limiting efficiency of an all-perovskite tandem under
AM1.5 as a function of subcell thickness with experimentally
parametrized absorption and recombination coefficients, in the
case in which luminescence coupling is not considered in the
modeling, is presented in Figure 3b (see SI Note 6 for full
calculation details). We emphasize that removing luminescence
coupling is not possible in a real device, but this hypothetical
case has been assumed in the literature to date and instructive
for subsequently demonstrating the importance of this effect.
We carry out simulations to 1000 nm as diffusion limitations
(which are not included in this model) are likely to become
critical at larger thicknesses.19 The maximum efficiency that
can be achieved is 41.1% for optimal subcell thicknesses of
1000 nm (low-gap) and 240 nm (high-gap). To be within 1%
of the maximum efficiency, the low- and high-bandgap
Table 1. Relevant Parameters Extracted from the Time-
Resolved and Steady-State Optical Characterization of






(3.0 ± 0.2) × 10−12 (5.1 ± 0.2) × 10−10
Auger recombination rate, c
(cm6 s−1)
(6.5 ± 2.0) × 10−29 (7.5 ± 2.0) × 10−29
nipi (cm
−6) (2.7 ± 0.2) × 1017 (1.2 ± 0.1) × 108
Urbach energy (meV) 16.1 ± 0.1 14.4 ± 0.1
aSee SI Table 1 for all extracted parameters from our measurements.
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thicknesses need to be in the ranges of 570−1000 nm and
220−270 nm, respectively (dashed line in the figure). This is a
narrow range of thicknesses for the subcells due to the
requirement for nearly perfect short-circuit current matching
and imposes significant restrictions on device material
tunability. In Figure 3c, we present the limiting efficiency of
the same system but now including the physically intrinsic
process of luminescence coupling in our modeling (see details
about modeling luminescence coupling between subcells in SI
Note 7 and Figure S9). As in Figure 1, the maximum efficiency
is slightly decreased in the presence of luminescence coupling
(40.8% for low- and high-bandgap subcell thicknesses of 1000
and 440 nm, respectively). For comparison, we note that the
limiting efficiency of a Shockley−Queisser tandem (where all
light is absorbed above the bandgap) with luminescence
coupling is 44.9% (cf. Figure 1b). In the system modeled here,
to be within 1% of the maximum efficiency the thickness
ranges are now 480−1000 and 260−1000 nm for the low- and
high-bandgap subcells, respectively (dashed line on Figure 3c).
This demonstrates a substantial increase in thickness tolerance
due to any discrepancy in current matching being partly self-
corrected through luminescence coupling, as has been
discussed in idealized systems.22 We note the combined
thickness of both absorber layers can also be decreased by
∼10% when luminescence coupling is included, giving an
additional advantage for lightweight applications. We present
limiting efficiencies based on the Beer−Lambert model in
Figure S10, where a limiting efficiency of 39.7% is found when
luminescence coupling is not considered and 39.4% when
luminescence coupling is included.
We also model a perovskite−silicon tandem by coupling the
same high-bandgap perovskite to an idealized silicon subcell
(see SI Note 3 for details and Figure S11 for results). This
perovskite has a bandgap better matched to that of silicon than
of the low-bandgap perovskite considered above (cf. Figure
1a), giving a limiting efficiency of 43.0% without luminescence
coupling being included in calculations (for subcell thicknesses
of 580 μm and 1000 nm in the silicon and perovskite subcells,
respectively). The efficiency limit is reduced to 42.0% when
the more physically realistic model, including luminescence
coupling, is used for respective subcell thicknesses of 270 μm
and 1000 nm. Luminescence coupling is again seen to increase
the subcell thickness tolerance, in particular allowing for
thinner low-bandgap (silicon) subcells, with the most
commercially relevant silicon thicknesses of ∼180 μm within
1% of the maximum calculated efficiency. Furthermore, even
thinner silicon subcells still give efficiencies close to the
maximum (e.g., 50 μm is within 2% of the maximum
efficiency), which could allow for a range of ultrathin silicon
fabrication techniques with possible cost benefits.37
To explore how luminescence coupling affects tolerance to
real-world spectra, we again consider the all-perovskite tandem
cells constructed from our experimental films and calculate the
energy generated from a year’s worth of irradiance spectra
without and with luminescence coupling. We used a typical
meteorological years’ worth of data from the National Solar
Radiation Database, which includes spectrally resolved data
and temperature variation, for a region on the border between
the United States and Canada (North Roseau) that represents
reasonable spectral variation throughout the year.13,38 We also
note that the Lambertian absorption model treats incident light
from all angles equally, allowing for a simplification in the
calculations. We first calculate the total energy generated for a
range of different subcell thicknesses, as presented in panels a
Figure 3. (a) Absorptance in the low-bandgap FAPb0.5Sn0.5I3 absorber of the tandem solar cell stack, for the three absorptance models
described in the main text, for low- and high-bandgap subcell thicknesses of 1000 and 440 nm, respectively. We present the limiting
efficiency of an all-perovskite [FAPb0.5Sn0.5I3 and FA0.7Cs0.3Pb(I0.7Br0.3)3] tandem as a function of subcell thickness (b) without including
and (c) including luminescence coupling in models, ascertained by using experimentally measured parameters but setting charge trapping to
zero in both cases. The dashed lines denote regions within 1% of maximum efficiency. (d) Difference in energy generated with and without
luminescence coupling throughout the year for North Roseau on the United States−Canada border. Subcell thicknesses are chosen to
maximize energy yield in these simulations of 1000 and 220 nm without luminescence coupling and 1000 and 310 nm with luminescence
coupling for low- and high-bandgap subcells, respectively (see Figure S12).
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and b of Figure S12. The optimal thickness of the high-
bandgap subcell is decreased compared to that of AM1.5 (240
to 220 nm without coupling, 440 to 310 nm with coupling),
due to North Roseau having fewer clear days and thus less blue
light than AM1.5. More importantly, while perovskite tandems
that include the intrinsic process of luminescence coupling in
modeling gave a lower efficiency under AM1.5, a comparable
total energy yield is generated over the course of a year (492.4
kWh m−2 with luminescence coupling, compared to 492.1 kWh
m−2 without). This energy is also generated at different times
of the year, as shown in Figure 3d, which shows the difference
in energy generation with and without luminescence coupling
each day for optimal thicknesses. When luminescence coupling
is included in models, more energy is generated in the winter
months while slightly less is generated midsummer. We explain
this by noting that the days in winter have a less blue spectrum
(Figure S12c). If a solar cell is optimized for these less blue
conditions, then in midsummer (a bluer spectrum) lumines-
cence coupling can transfer current from the high- to low-
bandgap subcell, correcting for the mismatch in current. We
confirm this by calculating the percentage of current from a
low-bandgap subcell that is generated from luminescence
coupling, which is closer to zero in winter but increases to
≤10% in midsummer (Figure S12d). These results demon-
strate the increased spectral tolerance imparted on an all-
perovskite tandem cell design when considering luminescence
Figure 4. Limiting efficiency of all-perovskite tandem solar cells comprised of the experimental FAPb0.5Sn0.5I3 and FA0.7Cs0.3Pb(I0.7Br0.3)3
absorbers with optimized thicknesses of 1000 and 440 nm as a function of charge trapping rate with (a) luminescence coupling and (b) the
ratio of this model to the efficiency without including luminescence coupling for the same film thicknesses. Marked crosses correspond to
charge trapping rates in current state-of-the-art films.14,31,39
Figure 5. (a) Photoluminescence (PL) of the high-bandgap (HG) subcell in the tandem stack, relative to that when the tandem is held at
open circuit (O.C.), as a function of voltage when the HG subcell is selectively excited with 405 nm excitation from the top side, as shown in
the schematic (LG corresponds to the low-bandgap subcell). The inset shows the HG PL when the tandem stack is held at O.C. and short-
circuit (S.C.). (b) PL maps of the tandem cross section when exciting with a 636 nm laser and using a 775 nm short pass or long pass filter to
observe only PL from the high- or low-bandgap subcells, respectively. (c) Fixed excitation at the center of the HG subcell with 636 nm
excitation and spatially varying the PL detection away from the excitation spot across the device cross section, using 750 nm short pass and
800 nm long pass filters to collect emission from HG and LG materials, respectively. Note the distance scale here does not exactly
correspond to distances on the sample surface (see SI Note 9). (d) Time-resolved PL of the HG and LG regions, as well as the square root of
the low-bandgap decay to show the match with the HG decay.
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coupling under real-world conditions, in agreement with
previous analyses of idealized systems by Brown and Green.21
In Figure 4a, we present the limiting efficiency of an
experimentally parametrized all-perovskite tandem cell, includ-
ing the intrinsic process of luminescence coupling in
calculations, as a function of nonradiative charge trapping
rate a for optimized thicknesses of 1000 and 440 nm. We
observe that increasing the charge trapping rate in either
material has a similar effect in terms of decreasing the
efficiency of the tandem. Figure 4b presents the ratio of Figure
4a to an equivalent calculation neglecting luminescence
coupling in models (Figure S13). It is clear that luminescence
coupling plays a significant role only when charge trapping
rates a < 106 s−1 in the high-bandgap subcell, equivalent to
charge lifetimes being longer than 1 μs in the charge trapping
regime. Furthermore, we confirm that even with non-zero
charge trapping rates, current matching conditions are relaxed
when luminescence coupling is included in simulations
compared to the case that does not include luminescence
coupling (Figure S14). This critical charge trapping rate in the
high-bandgap cell for luminescence coupling to be important
in perovskite-silicon cells is ∼105 s−1 (Figure S11). We
attribute this lower charge trapping rate in the perovskite−
silicon tandems to the subcells having better bandgap
matching, meaning that the low-bandgap subcell is not
current-limiting, and thus, charge densities (and hence the
likelihood of radiative recombination) are lower in the high-
bandgap subcell. Other simulations confirm the trapping rate
for luminescence coupling varies between 105 and 106 s−1
depending on how well current-matched the subcells are (see
Figure S15). In both tandem technologies, our results show
that luminescence coupling becomes important when the high-
bandgap subcell has an external photoluminescence quantum
efficiency (PLQE) of at least ∼0.1% at a maximum power
point (see Figures S11, S13, and S15 for PLQE calculations for
each case and SI Note 6). We mark trapping rates from current
state-of-the-art films in the literature with a cross on panels a
and b of Figure 4 to demonstrate that we are already realizing
conditions in which luminescence coupling becomes impor-
tant, and thus, we expect that these effects must be considered
in the further development of all tandem cells.14,31,39 To
maximize the luminescence coupling in a real tandem cell, any
interlayer between the subcells should have a (real) refractive
index at least as high as that of the perovskite subcells, so the
escape cone from the high to low subcell remains as large as
possible. We also emphasize that luminescence coupling is an
intrinsic process that cannot be prevented from occurring (see
SI Note 8).
To experimentally demonstrate luminescence coupling and
its effect on actual tandem devices, we perform measurements
on an all-perovskite tandem cell following the device
architecture of Palmstrom et al.40 We first consider a case in
which the short-circuit current of the high-bandgap subcell is
significantly higher than that of the low-bandgap subcell
through selective illumination of the top cell with 405 nm
excitation (absorption depth of <50 nm). We observe current
from the device at different applied voltages (Figure S16) and,
importantly, luminescence from the high-bandgap subcell at all
applied voltages (Figure 5a); even when the tandem stack is at
short circuit, the high-bandgap luminescence is still 4% of the
intensity as at open circuit. Furthermore, we determine the
quasi-Fermi-level splitting (QFLS) of the high- and low-
bandgap subcells by analyzing the PL properties of each
absorber layer in a device stack (see Methods in the
Supporting Information and Figure S17 for fits), which
corresponds to the maximum open-circuit voltage (VOC) that
each subcell can contribute to the tandem stack. Under 405
nm excitation, we observe that the VOC of the tandem exceeds
the QFLS of the high-bandgap subcell, meaning that the low-
bandgap subcell must be contributing notable voltage, despite
the high bandgap absorbing nearly all photons (Figure S18).
A confocal PL map of a cross section of the tandem using
appropriate optical filters to selectively observe emission from
the high- or low-bandgap subcell is shown in Figure 5b. We
then excited the center of the high-bandgap subcell with a
pulsed excitation and, while keeping the excitation spot fixed,
spatially scanned the selective PL detection across the cross
section (Figure 5c), revealing emission from the low-bandgap
cell after excitation in the high-gap cell. To confirm this is
luminescence coupling, we consider that the number of
photons absorbed in the low gap at time t is proportional to
the time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) from the high
gap, PLHG(t). At low excitation densities, the low-gap TRPL is
extremely short (Figure S19). Therefore, if the TRPL signal
from the low-gap absorber at time t is due to recombination of
excited electrons and holes, the quantity should be propor-
tional to PLHG(t)
2; this is exactly what we observe in Figure 5d
(see SI Note 9 for further discussion and additional cross
section results). These collective results demonstrate that the
high-bandgap subcell is luminescent within an operating
tandem stack and that these emitted photons can be absorbed
in the low-bandgap subcell (i.e., luminescence coupling).
In this work, we have calculated the limiting efficiencies of
perovskite-based tandem solar cells, including all intrinsic loss
processes and luminescence coupling between subcells. By
measuring the recombination rates and absorption coefficients
of low- and high-bandgap perovskite films, we calculated the
limiting efficiency of an all-perovskite tandem as 40.8% and
that of a perovskite−silicon tandem as 42.0% when the
intrinsic process of luminescence coupling between the
subcells is included and in the absence of trapping. We show
that current state-of-the-art high-bandgap perovskite films for
tandem cells have charge trapping rates and luminescence
quantum efficiencies on the order required for luminescence
coupling to play an important role in devices, which reduces
the need for short-circuit current matching compared to earlier
predictions that do not consider luminescence coupling. We
demonstrate luminescence coupling in perovskite tandems,
when compared to a model that ignores this effect, gives
increased tolerance in the choice of bandgaps, subcell
thicknesses, and greater tolerance to a range of real-world
spectra and hence relaxes the previously determined criteria for
materials and device design. We conclude with a new design
rule for perovskite tandems: it is always better for the high-
bandgap material to have the higher short-circuit current, as
any discrepancy in current matching will be partially corrected
by luminescence coupling between subcells. Importantly, these
guidelines allow unstable >1.7 eV high-bandgap perovskite
absorbers to be avoided when targeting maximum perform-
ance. We also present experimental evidence of luminescence
coupling occurring in an all-perovskite tandem, including
visualization of the effect, highlighting the importance of the
effect in ongoing perovskite tandem developments.
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